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Abstract. In article describes the problem of lack of accounting of
specifics of production and estimation of cost of hi-tech production at
development and deployment of a corporate information system. Creation
of Hi-Tech products on the basis of application of unique productions
demands special approach to assessment of their cost that results in
impossibility of direct transferring of the existing models to practice of
their activity. Authors offer the special principles of creation of a corporate
information system by production of hi-tech production taking into account
its features. Such approach will allow to carry out the most exact
forecasting of cost of production at a stage of its planning and also positive
influence of use of the offered principles on efficiency of use of financial
resources of the enterprises for production of hi-tech production is noted.

1 Introduction
In the conditions of global economic instability increase in production efficiency of hi-tech
production is a subject of interest of many countries as allows to get competitive advantage
in various branches. In the Russian Federation from the state budget considerable financial
resources are allocated for creation of hi-tech production within implementation of the
planned documents developed by the ministries and departments [3, page 164]. At a stage
of planning evaluating cost of research and development on creation of new samples of hitech production for forecasting of their effectiveness is necessary. The basic principles of
estimation of cost of production are given in article 40 of the Tax Code of the Russian
Federation. Characteristics of identification of market price concern them. In case
determination of market price becomes impossible due to the lack of goods, works or
services in the corresponding market or identical production, the expensive method by
identification of the expected production expenses and profit, usual is applied to this field
of activity [1]. Generally listed principles form the basis of estimation of cost of production
during creation of a corporate information system.
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2 Design and development of corporate information systems
Production of hi-tech production has unique and rather labor-consuming character and
demands considerable financial resources. Therefore, for improvement of methodical
ensuring estimation of cost of hi-tech production and also for giving of complete character
and practical orientation to him when developing an information system needs to add the
following special principles of innovative development of economy:
1. At estimation of cost of realization of the sample of hi-tech production planned to
creation the cost of achievement of the set effect with use of the existing sample has to be
considered. When forming an information system, it is necessary to consider that the
perspective sample of hi-tech production competes with the existing sample for the right of
the purchase. The effect of application of such samples and expenses, necessary for
achievement of this effect, act as the indicators defining competitiveness of alternative
samples.
2. For justification of cost of an action it is necessary to introduce the block of
assessment of efficiency of use of financial resources. For the purpose of ensuring
economic security of the state and competition with the foreign companies it is necessary to
reach higher characteristics of domestic samples in comparison with the existing samples. It
will demand considerable financial resources, and at the same time, will allow to reach the
high level of effect of their application. Therefore, the customer will need validity of cost of
creation of a sample as growth of its cost directly depends on improvement of
characteristics. Continuous comparison of expenditure of financial resources with the
established top limit price which excess becomes inexpedient from the technical and
economic point of view is also necessary [6-16].
3. In case of specification of cost of actions which pass to new planning period the
information system has to consider only the forthcoming expenses, since the moment of the
beginning of new planning period. As creation of complex hi-tech products can take more
than five years, it is impossible to predict authentically costs of its creation because of
probable difficulties in the solution of difficult and unique tasks of scientific and technical
and production and technological character. Changes of market condition and requirements
to its characteristics and consumer properties [2 exert impact on the level of cost of hi-tech
production, with. 33]. At assessment of expenses on realization of actions in planning
period the system should not consider already made expenses as there are no alternative
options of their use, and they do not treat planning period.
4. The cost of an action for creation of complex hi-tech products should be split up on
several blocks of cost of its components. Application of this function of a corporate
information system is necessary in case of existence of difficult technical systems of big
dimension, for example, of aviation, space or missile systems which consist of diverse
subsystems. It is important to note essential differences of such subsystems in design-layout
decisions, their creation will require attraction of considerable financial resources, and also
holding a separate competition in each of them is possible. Therefore, estimation of cost not
only hi-tech production in general, but also its compound subsystems will promote increase
in objectivity of definition of the budgetary expenses on creation of a sample.
5. Introduction of a possibility of application of the basic data of alternative approaches
to estimation of cost of the planned actions for creation of hi-tech production differing from
each other in volume. It is necessary to develop a complex of methods of assessment of cost
indexes of actions for creation of production, providing such choice within one information
system will allow to reveal optimum approach to estimation of cost of a concrete sample [720].
6. On complete actions cost indexes have to be automatically brought to a comparable
form. Because the changing macroeconomic conditions exert impact on realization of
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actions for creation of hi-tech production, when comparing the cost of complete actions has
to be specified to uniform timepoint with application of indexes deflators [21-27].

3 Results
The financial structure has to correspond to kinds of activity of the company. This approach
will allow to estimate results of activity of the enterprise for each direction having the
budgets, having provided their effective management.
Integral part of the software product is creation of structurally functional model of the
solution of problems of planning and management with differentiation of business
processes.
Processes are classified on the main and auxiliary. The main processes create new
quality of production. Auxiliary processes create infrastructure of the enterprise. The
person, responsible for process, has the right to change and improve it and is the owner of
process. Borders of process are defined by an interval from the moment preceding the first
operation (border of "entrance") and till the moment following the last operation (border of
"exit").
The interface of process represents the organizational, technical and information
mechanism when which using the interrelation between processes is carried out. Therefore,
optimization of activity of the enterprise has to be organized business around – processes
for the purpose of overcoming their fragmentariness for achievement of considerable
improvements of key indicators therefore the main objective of creation of the process
focused enterprise is allocation business – processes according to grocery lines and
functional divisions with their subsequent connection in through processes which are aimed
at creation of different types of production.
Each company represents difficult socially – technical system. The concept "system"
used in modern practice, has a set of semantic nuances and values. In this regard it is
necessary to define the values directly related to the system analysis of activity of the
enterprise. The most suitable definitions are given below.
The system has the following integrative properties:
- the variety and distinction of components is connected with their functional specificity
and autonomy;
- the properties which are absent in separately taken components can be present at
system in general;
- structure that means existence established interrelations and the relations between
system components, their distribution on hierarchy levels.
Opposition of system to an environment or Wednesday is its initial characteristic.
Everything that is outside system belongs to Wednesday. Wednesday is a set of all systems
except for the studied part of the world around. In this regard it is possible to draw a
conclusion that the system represents the final set of objects allocated from the environment
by delimitation of system. Between the external environment and the enterprise there is a
large number of interrelations which are the instrument of interaction of system and
Wednesday. Exchange of material, financial, power, information and other elements
between system and is made Wednesday by means of mutual transfer on entrance and
output communications. Resources are elements which are transferred to system from the
environment, and end products of activity of system - elements which the system transfers
to the external environment.
Achievement and maintaining desirable result of behavior of system acts as its main
objective. Interpretation of the purpose of system in relation to the enterprise – aspiration to
optimum result which represents maximizing value of the capital on condition of constant
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preservation of the established liquidity level, achievement of the goals of production and
realization taking into account social tasks.
The main objective of system is the description of a way of achievement of the goal
fixed by the expected numerical characteristics. The set of the interconnected purposes
represents their system. It is possible to allocate several classifications of systems of the
purposes which treat:
- short-term (performance in a year or earlier) and long-term (performance through the
period exceeding 1 year) the purposes;
- tactical and strategic objectives;
- financial, production, social purposes, improvement of quality of production and
others.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion it should be noted that the implementation of a complex of the offered
principles will allow to consider specifics of the enterprises for production of hi-tech
production from the enterprises of other types of industrial production at development and
deployment of a corporate information system.
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